Abstract. This paper uses white-light measurements made by the SOHO LASCO coronagraph and HA0 Mauna Loa Mk I11 K-coronameter to illustrate the new view of solar wind structure deduced originally from radio occultation measurements. It is shown that the density profile closest to the Sun at l. 15 Ro, representing the imprint of the Sun, is carried essentially radially into interplanetary space by small-scale raylike structures that permeate the solar corona and which have only been observed by radio occultation measurements. The only exception is the small volume of interplanetary space occupied by the heliospheric plasma sheet that evolves from coronal streamers within a few solar radii of the Sun. The radial preservation of the density profile also implies that a significant fraction of field lines which extend into interplanetary space originate from the quiet Sun, and are indistinguishable in character from those emanating from polar coronal holes. The white-light measurements dispel the long-held belief that the boundaries of polar coronal holes diverge significantly, and further support the view originally proposed in (1) that the fast solar wind originates from the quiet Sun as well as polar coronal holes.
INTRODUCTION
Our notions and understanding of the origin of the solar wind stem from remote sensing measurements of the Sun on the one hand, and direct observations of the solar wind by interplanetary spacecraft on the other, with a conspicuous absence of definitive measurements of the outer corona and intervening solar wind. Since high speed streams were first related to coronal holes over two decades ago, coronal holes have been thought to be the sole sources of the fast solar wind ( 2 4 ) . As details of density and velocity structure in the outer corona have become available, first from radio occultation (1,5,6), and subsequently from ultraviolet (7) and white-light measurements (8) , a significantly different view of the source of the solar wind has emerged. A chronicle of the observational developments leading to this new view has been presented elsewhere (9) , and will not be repeated here. Instead, we illustrate the new view with recent results on density structure from white-light measurements and their implications for the origin of the solar wind.
IMPRINT OF THE SUN ON THE SOLAR WIND
Shown in Figure 1 are the images of the Sun taken on August 11 , 1997 comprising: (a) the Yohkoh soft X-ray 111 disk and the H A 0 Mauna Loa Mk I11 K-coronameter white-light images, (b) the Mauna Loa and the SOHO LASCO C2 white-light images, and (c) the SOHO LASCO C3 white-light image. We focus attention only on the northern hemisphere since the supporting pylon of the C2 and C3 external occulters is in the southeast. The northern polar coronal hole, as projected on the solar disk and defined by the Kitt Peak He I 1083 nm map, is traced in yellow on the Yohkoh soft X-ray image in Figure la . The dashed radial yellow lines superimposed on the corona in Figures 1 a-c indicate the radial extensions of the He I coronal hole boundaries in the plane of the sky, which are also represented by the black vertical lines on the latitudinal or azimuthal profiles of the white-light intensities in Figure 2 . The profiles in Figure 2 , comprising measurements sampled once per degree of latitude, are displayed on a logarithmic vertical scale in order to show relative change and the limits of instrumental noise. The pB scans of the Mk I11 K-coronameter at heights of 1.15, 1.35, 1.45, and 1.55 Ro displayed in Figure 2a show that their range of variation rises steeply with increasing height -from a factor of 2-3 nearest the Sun at 1. 15 Ro to an order of magnitude or higher for heights greater than 1.35 Ro. In spite of the steep rise in pB levels outside the coronal hole, the shapes of the pB profiles within the coronal hole remain essentially unchanged with increasing height. However, the noisy profile at 1.55 Ro indicates that the measurements are only reliable closer than this distance to the Sun or when pB levels exceed 50 x 10"' Bo. The profile at 1.15 Ro has the strongest signal-to-noise ratio.
Since the slight variations superimposed on these background density profiles represent the coronal rays or plumes seen in the corresponding images, measurement error is smaller than these variations.
The radial evolution of density structure in the corona is illustrated in Figure 2b . Here, the pB profiles of 1.35 and 1.45 Ro have been shifted so that their coronal hole profiles match that of the 1.15 Ro profile. To these profiles, we have added the C3 intensity profile, whose vertical scale has been adjusted to match its coronal hole profile to the others. It is clear that density structure in the coronal hole is preserved with increasing heliocentric distance, but that the narrowing of the streamers is accompanied by an increase in their brightness relative to that of the coronal hole. The most striking feature of the radial evolution of density structure is the large angular extent over which there is coincidence between the profiles nearest (1.15 Ro) and farthest from the Sun (5.5 Ro), as observed in the unshaded portion of the profiles in Figure 2c and also defined by the solid radial yellow lines in Figure 1 . Remarkably, the coincidence extends well beyond the radial boundaries of the coronal hole, spanning 11 0" in latitude (position angles +60" to -50"). However, it is similar to that found when ranging or total electron content measurements at 20-30 Ro were compared with white-light measurements at 1.15 Ro (1 0). We have reproduced this result in Figure 3 , which shows coincidence over a latitudinal range of 60" in a quadrant of the sky.
As evident in Figure 1 , the latitudinal range over which the density profile at 5.5 Ro is preserved encompasses as much of the quiet Sun as the polar coronal hole, with the east limb also including an active region. At 1.15 Roy the quiet Sun dominates the density profile, with its corresponding pB level showing an increase of a factor of 2-3 over that of the coronal hole. At 5.5 Ro, the tapered coronal streamers, whose brightness is now at least an order of magnitude higher than that of the coronal hole, dominate the preserved profile, which can only be detected and defined by measurements with high sensitivity and high dynamic range, as in the case of the LASCO measurements (1 1). Early white-light measurements lacked these abilities, and the radial extension of the coronal hole boundary was not detected. Consequently, as illustrated in Figure 4 , polar coronal holes were erroneously thought to evolve around the edges of the bright streamers and to diverge significantly (4, 12) , rather than expand radially as is evident in the profiles of Figure 2 .
The radially preserved imprint of the Sun at 1.15 Ro could only have reached 5.5 Ro via solar wind flowing along approximately radial open magnetic field lines originating in the quiet Sun as well as coronal holes. These field lines are associated with the ubiquitous low-density, low-contrast, small-scale (angular size smaller than a degree) raylike or filamentary structures that permeate the corona, and which have only been detected by radio Position angle is indicated at the top of the figure. The two time series show good agreement except in the shaded region representing the evolved coronal streamer. Adapted from (1 0). occultation measurements. The smallest density structures are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than those observed in white-light measurements, but are comparable to the smallest magnetic scales deduced indirectly from photospheric field measurements (1 3). While the presence of open magnetic fields in the quiet Sun appears to contradict the long held view that they are restricted to coronal holes, it is necessary to understand that coronal magnetic fields have not been measured directly, and that the traditional view is based solely on the impression of diverging polar coronal holes from white-light pictures, and theoretical magnetic field modeling only of large-scale structures (14,15). Recent high spatial resolution eclipse measurements reproduced in Figure 5 (16) suggest that open field lines do indeed emerge from the quiet Sun.
The observed radial extension of the imprint of the Sun should not be conhsed with the impression of coronal evolution that one gets from a few individual coronal rays (also known as plumes) seen in (generally enhanced) white-light images (17,18). The latter are observed in white-light pictures of coronal holes merely because they are the rays with the highest contrast, yet only produce at most f10% ripples on the background density profile. On the other hand, the background density profile or the imprint of the Sun varies by a factor of two across the coronal hole boundary, as is evident in Figure 2 .
The latitudinal range of 110-120" over which density structure is preserved is similar to that over which fast solar wind was observed inside 3 Ro by SOHO UVCS measurements (7), as well as far from the Sun by Ulysses in situ plasma (19). These combined results, therefore, imply that the fastest wind comes from the polar coronal holes, while the slightly slower fast wind at lower latitudes originates and flows along the open field lines from the quiet Sun, as discussed previously (1,8,10 ).
SMALL-SCALE RAYLIKE STRUCTURES
The evidence for the radial extension of the imprint of the Sun in both radio occultation and white-light measurements reinforces the close connection between these two types of measurements (20). Despite significant differences in spatial resolution, there are also similarities in their observations of small-scale features: raylike structures and inhomogeneities convected along with the solar wind. Intensity scintillation observes only coronal structures that are smaller than the Fresnel size (21) . Since the smallest structures are predominantly inhomogeneities that are convected along with the solar wind (5) (as illustrated in Figure 6a ), by tracking the scattering from them with multiple stations, intensity scintillation measurements (commonly known as IPS for interplanetary scintillation) have served for many years as an invaluable means for indirectly measuring solar wind velocity (22, 23) .
For a long time, it was thought that all small-scale structures that gave rise to radio propagation and scattering phenomena, including phase scintillation, represented convected inhomogeneities as depicted in Figure 6a . Angular broadening measurements near the Sun have exhibited strikingly high anisotropy (24), i.e., radio scattering that is higher in one direction than in the other, and an example of these measurements is reproduced in Figure 6b (25) . The observed high anisotropy has led to the revised picture as sketched in Figure 6c , showing a corona with high contrast raylike structures in addition to the low contrast inhomogeneities. The angular broadening measurement of Figure 6b has been appropriately oriented and superimposed on this new picture to show that angular broadening is higher in the direction transverse to the raylike structures than in the direction parallel to them. This illustrates that the anisotropy is caused by the significantly high contrast (high density fluctuations producing the high radio scattering) across the raylike structures when compared with that in the radial direction and across the inhomogeneities.
Although white-light measurements such as those in Figure 1 have much lower spatial resolution, the images are dominated by raylike structures for the very same reason; the raylike structures have a significantly higher contrast than the convected inhomogeneities. With the outstanding sensitivity of the LASCO measurements, the convected inhomogeneities are now also being observed (26) , and their tracking is yielding velocity estimates of the solar wind much in the same manner as IPS has. The angular broadening measurements, therefore, indicate that if the resolution of white-light measurements were to be improved by two orders of magnitude, the corona would still be strikingly dominated by raylike structures, as it is in Figure 1. 
CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY OF NEW VIEW
The unprecedented sensitivity and dynamic range of the LASCO coronagraph (27) have made it possible to detect and observe faint structures in the outer corona that had not been observed in earlier white-light measurements. Global imaging of the corona using measurements by the LASCO coronagraph and Mk I11 K-coronameter illustrates the new view of coronal structure originally obtained from radio occultation measurements. The white-light measurements not only reinforce this new view and its implications for the origin and evolution of the fast solar wind, they also demonstrate how the raylike structures observed in white-light measurements are similar to the significantly smaller raylike structures observed by radio occultation measurements. We have also shown how the fading detectability of the low contrast coronal hole boundary on the one hand, and the increasing contrast of the evolving coronal streamer boundary on the other, combined to produce the erroneous conclusion based on early white-light measurements that polar coronal holes underwent significant divergence as they extended into interplanetary space. Along with magnetic field modeling, this result in turn led to the idea that open field lines existed solely in coronal holes, and the natural conclusion that the high latitude fast wind observed by Ulysses in situ plasma measurements all came from polar coronal holes (27, 28) .
The new view is conceptually simple. Two major components comprising large-and small-scale density structures give rise to the corona observed in white-light images, as depicted in Figure 7a . The new view is most readily revealed in path-integrated measurements near solar minimum when the tilt in the solar magnetic dipole is minimum and the heliospheric current sheet is flat. In this configuration, the two major components of density structures are most isolated from each other. Coronal streamers, the brightest and most dominant features nearest the Sun, represent the large-scale structures summarized in Figure 7b . Evolving into the heliospheric plasma sheet within a few solar radii of the Sun (29), the narrow and bright streamer stalks ironically occupy only a small volume of interplanetary space (30), but carry the slowest solar wind (7). Small-scale raylike structures, which originate from all over the Sun, and pervade the solar corona as pictured in Figure 7c , represent the second major component of density structure. These low-density, low-contrast, small-scale structures are readily detected in radio occultation measurements but are not observed in white-light images. Fast wind flows along these small-scale structures which extend from coronal holes as well as thread their way betweedthrough closed field regions of the quiet Sun (as seen in Figure 7a) , and carry the imprint of the Sun essentially radially into interplanetary space. The most conspicuous feature of the imprint is the coronal hole signature, as shown in Figure 7d .
